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Vocabulary 1 Worksheet: Number Prefixes
Refer to the vocabulary prefixes, words, and definitions for this vocabulary unit (attached) and then follow
the directions in each section to help you learn.

triennial octagon unicameral bisect
unique duplicate triplicate bicentennial
bilingual quatrain monotonous quintet
unify octogenarian hexagram quintessential
triple September bicameral bilateral

Match each definition with a word from the word bank above.
1. Continuing without change at the same level.

2. Being two identical.  

3. having or expressed in two languages

4. Having only one lawmaking chamber in the body.

5. To connect; to bring together as one.

6. seventh month in the Roman calencar

7. Representing the perfect example of a class or quality.  

8. A shape with eight straight sides. An eight-sided polygon.

9. Increase threefold.  

10. a stanza or a group of 4 lines of poetry

11. To cut in half or cut in two equal parts.

12. Reproduce threefold.  

13. Five performers or singers who perform together.  

14. Someone whose age is in the eighties.  

15. The single one of its kind.  

16. Related to a 200th anniversary.

17. Having two sides or parts.  

18. Occurring every third year or lasting 3 years.  

19. having two houses in the legislature - a senate and a house of representatives

20. a figure with six sides or lines.
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pentagon quintet monarch heptagon
quintessential monotonous dichotomy decimal
bicentennial bisect quatrain bipartisan
unify quadrilateral triple bicameral
triplicate hexagram triceratops duplicate

Complete the sentence with a word from the word bank above.
21. I will ___ your allowance if you do three times as much work.

22. The ___ looked a little hungry. It was grazing on a bush.

23. A ___ has two more sides than a pentagon.

24. The U.S. Congress, which is ___ (with two houses) consists of members of the U.
S. Senate and the U.S. House of Representatives.

25. An absolute ___ has complete power over the kingdom.

26. The ___ 0.5 is equal to the fraction 1/2.

27. The novel clearly reveals the ___ between good and evil in this character.

28. We learned how to ___ an angle into two parts.

29. There was a ___ decision between the Democrats and Republicans.

30. The speaker kept going on about computers in a ___ voice.

31. You must complete this form in ___ .

32. I think a ___ looks like a star.

33. A square is a ___ with four equal sides and four right angles.

34. How will we ___ the arguing parties?

35. Bill, Bob, Sue, Sally, and George are in our string ___ .

36. The Mona Lisa is the ___ example of portrait painting.

37. In baseball, home plate is shaped like a ___ .

38. All four lines of the ___ rhymed.

39. When you make an exact copy of something, you ___ it.

40. The United States celebrated its ___ in 1976.



Answer Key
1. monotonous
2. duplicate
3. bilingual
4. unicameral
5. unify
6. September
7. quintessential
8. octagon
9. triple
10. quatrain
11. bisect
12. triplicate
13. quintet
14. octogenarian

15. unique
16. bicentennial
17. bilateral
18. triennial
19. bicameral
20. hexagram
21. triple
22. triceratops
23. heptagon
24. bicameral
25. monarch
26. decimal
27. dichotomy
28. bisect

29. bipartisan
30. monotonous
31. triplicate
32. hexagram
33. quadrilateral
34. unify
35. quintet
36. quintessential
37. pentagon
38. quatrain
39. duplicate
40. bicentennial


